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Charge symmetry breaking (CSB) effects associated with the u and d quark mass difference are investigated
in the quark distribution functions and spacelike electromagnetic form factors of the pion and kaon. We use a
confining version of the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model, where CSB effects at the infrared scale associated with the
model are driven by the dressed u and d quark mass ratio, which because of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking
is much closer to unity than the associated current quark mass ratio. The pion and kaon are given as bound states
of a dressed quark and a dressed antiquark governed by the Bethe-Salpeter equation, and exhibit the properties of
Goldstone bosons, with a pion mass difference given by m2
pi+
− m2
pi0
∝ (mu − md)2 as demanded by dynamical
chiral symmetry breaking. We find significant CSB effects for realistic current quark mass ratios (mu/md ∼ 0.5)
in the quark flavor-sector electromagnetic form factors of both the pion and kaon. For example, the difference
between the u and d quark contributions to the pi+ electromagnetic form factors is about 8% at a momentum
transfer of Q2 ' 10GeV2, while the analogous effect for the light quark sector form factors in the K+ and K0 is
about twice as large. For the parton distribution functions we find CSB effects which are considerably smaller
than those found in the electromagnetic form factors.
I. INTRODUCTION
Charge symmetry breaking (CSB) provides a powerful tool
with which to study and understand strong interaction sys-
tems [1–4]. In quantum chromodynamics (QCD) CSB effects
result from the mass difference between the u and d quarks,
while the difference in the u and d quark electric charges is
the dominant electroweak effect [4]. Empirically, CSB effects
are clearly evident in the proton-neutron mass difference, and
the differing masses between the charged and neutral pion
and kaon states, where for the pion the difference is purely
electromagnetic up to O[(mu − md)2] corrections [5]. CSB
effects in hadron masses have been studied using dynamical
lattice simulation of QED+QCD [6, 7], where, for example, the
QCDSF-UKQCD collaboration found inter alia that the QCD
CSB effects between the kaons are much larger than between
the proton and neutron [8].
In a different area, CSB is an important background in the
extraction of the strange electromagnetic form factor and parton
distribution functions (PDFs) of the nucleon [9], where for the
former a combination of lattice QCD and effective field theory
has led to a significant increase in the precision with which
that background is known [10]. As a final example, we note
that CSB in the PDFs of the nucleon is vital to understanding
the NuTeV anomaly [11, 12] and this has led to a number
of studies [13–16]. In particular, lattice results [17] are in
agreement with much earlier calculations within the MIT bag
model [4, 18–20] for CSB associated with the quark mass
difference. Recent work has also brought the QED contribution
to CSB in PDFs under better control [16].
Beyond mass differences and effects in low energy nuclear
physics [3], such as the Nolen-Schiffer anomaly [21–24], the
experimental study of CSB effects is challenging. Definitive
experiments are certainly needed, where promising examples
include parity-violating deep inelastic scattering (DIS) on the
deuteron [25] and pi+/pi− production in semi-inclusive DIS
from the nucleon [26], both of which are planned at Jefferson
Lab. In addition, interesting possibilities exist at an electron-
ion collider [27], such as charged current reactions [28], and
using pion-induced Drell-Yan reactions [29]. In this work we
investigate the effect of CSB arising from the u and d quark
mass difference in the leading-twist PDFs and electromagnetic
form factors of the pion and kaon. This study is performed in the
expectation that the size of CSB effects can be better understood
and estimated, and, for example, because knowledge of these
effects is essential to accurately extract the CSB effects, and
s-quark content, in the nucleon through processes such as pion-
induced Drell-Yan [29, 30]. To perform these calculations we
use the Nambu–Jona-Lasinio (NJL)model [31–35], regularized
using the proper-time scheme [36] so that quark confinement
effects are included [37–39]. The outline of the paper is as
follows: Sect. II presents the theoretical framework used to
study CSB, and results are given for CSB effects on masses and
effective couplings; Sect. III presents results for CSB effects in
the pion and kaon spacelike electromagnetic form factors and
PDFs; and Sect. IV provides a summary.
II. CSB AND THE NJL MODEL
The NJL model is quark-level chiral effective field theory
of QCD and has been used with success to describe numerous
non-perturbative phenomena in QCD [39–64]. Its key features
are that it shares the same global symmetries as QCD, and is a
Poincaré covariant quantum field theory that exhibits dynamical
chiral symmetry breaking. The NJL model therefore naturally
describes the appearance of a non-zero quark condensate,
which is directly linked to dynamically generated dressed quark
masses of several hundred MeV (even in the chiral limit), and
pions and kaons as Goldstone bosons. The NJL model is
therefore an ideal tool with which to study CSB effects in
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2hadron structure because it is the dressed quark masses, not the
current quark masses, that determine the size of CSB at scales
similar to ΛQCD.
The three-flavor NJL Lagrangian, containing only four-
fermion interaction terms, has the form1
LNJL = ψ¯(i /∂ − mˆ)ψ + Gpi
[(ψ¯ λa ψ)2 − (ψ¯ λa γ5 ψ)2 ]
− Gρ
[(ψ¯ λa γµ ψ)2 + (ψ¯ λa γµγ5 ψ)2] , (1)
where the quark field has the flavor components ψ = (u, d, s),
mˆ = diag(mu,md,ms) denotes the current quark mass matrix,
Gpi and Gρ are four-fermion coupling constants, and λ0, . . . , λ8
are the Gell-Mann matrices in flavor space where λ0 ≡
√
2/31.
The NJL model has divergences, which we choose to regularize
using the proper-time regularization scheme with an infrared
cutoff, because it simulates aspects of quark confinement by
eliminating on-shell quark propagation [35, 48].
The dressed quark mass Mq for each quark flavor q = u, d, s,
is determined by evaluating the gap equation, which in the
proper-time regularization scheme takes the form [35, 48]
Mq = mq +
3Gpi Mq
pi2
∫ 1/Λ2IR
1/Λ2UV
dτ
τ2
e−τM
2
q , (2)
where mq is the current quark mass of flavor q, and ΛIR, ΛUV
are respectively the infrared and ultraviolet proper-time regu-
larization parameters. It is clear that ΛUV removes the poles at
τ = 0 and renders the theory finite, while ΛIR removes particle
propagation for large values of the proper-time parameter τ [36],
thereby simulating aspects of quark confinement [37, 38]. Equa-
tion (2) demonstrates that with only four-fermion interactions in
the Lagrangian there is no flavor mixing in the gap equation. In
forthcoming results we will drop the regularization parameters
to aid clarity.
The pion and kaon are given as relativistic bound-states of
a dressed-quark and a dressed-antiquark whose properties are
determined by solving the q¯q Bethe-Salpeter equation (BSE)
in the pseudoscalar channel [35, 48]. With the Lagrangian of
Eq. (1) the t-matrix solution to the BSE has the form
λαγ5 τα(q) λ†αγ5 = λαγ5
−2i Gpi
1 + 2Gpi Πα(q2) λ
†
αγ5, (3)
where α = pi±, pi0, K±, K0, K¯0 and the bubble diagrams take
the form:
Πα(q2) = i
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 Tr
[
γ5 λ
†
α S(k) γ5 λα S(k + q)
]
, (4)
where the trace is over Dirac, color and flavor indices.
The flavor matrices for the relevant meson channels are
λpi± =
1√
2
(λ1 ± iλ2), λpi0 = λ3, λK± = 1√2 (λ4 ± iλ5),
λK0 =
1√
2
(λ6 + iλ7), λK¯0 = 1√2 (λ6 − iλ7),2 and the dressed
1 To express the Lagrangian in this compact formwe have chosen the couplings
of the flavor-singlet pieces of theGρ term to equal 2/3 times the flavor-octet
coupling (note that λ0 ≡
√
2/31). Such a choice avoids flavor mixing,
giving the flavor content of the ω meson as uu¯ + dd¯ and the φ meson as
ss¯, and the ω and ρ are mass degenerate.
2 The flavor matrices are normalized such that Tr [λ†αλβ ] = 2 δαβ .
quark propagator is diagonal in flavor space: S(k) =
diag [Su(k), Sd(k), Ss(k)], where S−1q (k) = /k − Mq + iε. The
masses of the pseudoscalar mesons are given by the poles in
the appropriate t-matrix of Eq. (3), that is
1 + 2Gpi Πα(q2 = m2α) = 0. (5)
By using the gap equation the following relation can be obtained:
m2α =
[
mi
Mi
+
mj
Mj
]
1
Gpi Ii j(m2α)
+ (Mi − Mj)2, (6)
which holds for all α, with the exception of α = pi0 which is
given by
m2
pi0
=
mu
Mu
1
Gpi Iuu(m2pi0 )
+
md
Md
1
Gpi Idd(m2pi0 )
, (7)
where in both cases
Ii j(k2) = 3
pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
dτ
τ
e−τ
[
x(x−1) k2+x M2j +(1−x)M2i
]
. (8)
Note, Mi, j are the dressed quark masses that appear in the
meson α. These results illustrate the Goldstone boson nature
of the pion and kaon. In addition, by using the gap equation it
is straightforward to show that the mass splitting between the
neutral and charged pions caused bymu , md is quadratic in the
current-quark mass difference, that is,m2pi± −m2pi0 ∝ (mu−md)2,
as required by dynamical chiral symmetry breaking [5]. Near
a bound state pole the t-matrix behaves as
λαγ5 τα(q) λ†αγ5 →
Zα λαγ5 λ
†
αγ5
p2 − m2α + iε
, (9)
which defines the homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter vertices [35,
48]:
Γα =
√
Zα γ5 λα, Γα =
√
Zα γ5 λ†α, (10)
where the residue at the pole is given by
Z−1α = −
∂ Πα(q2)
∂q2

q2=m2α
. (11)
It is standard to interpret
√
Zα as the effective meson-quark-
quark coupling constant.
We are interested in CSB effects in electromagnetic form
factors, and as such an essential ingredient is the dressed
quark-photon vertex, which is given by the solution to the
inhomogeneous BSE illustrated in Fig. 1. With the NJL
Lagrangian of Eq. (1) and the associated quark–antiquark
interaction kernel (see Eq. (2) of Ref. [48]), the general solution
for the dressed quark-photon vertex in flavor space has the form
Λ
µ
γQ
(p′, p) = Qˆ γµ +
(
γµ − q
µ/q
q2
)
FQ(Q2), (12)
where q2 = (p′ − p)2 ≡ −Q2, Qˆ = diag [eu, ed, es]
is the quark charge operator and FQ(Q2) =
3mu/md mu md Mu Md mpi0 mK± mK0 mρ+ fpi0 Zpi0 Zpi± ZK± ZK0 Gpi Gρ ΛUV
0 0 32.9 387 412 137.84 483 507 775.67 92.83 17.830 17.842 20.73 21.04 19.06 10.731 644.52
0.1 2.99 29.9 390 410 138.56 486 504 775.44 92.89 17.837 17.846 20.76 21.01 19.05 10.746 644.64
0.3 7.58 25.3 393 406 139.38 489 501 775.19 92.95 17.846 17.850 20.80 20.97 19.05 10.764 644.77
0.5 11.0 21.9 396 404 139.76 491 499 775.07 92.98 17.850 17.852 20.83 20.94 19.05 10.773 644.83
0.7 13.5 19.3 398 402 139.93 493 497 775.02 92.99 17.852 17.853 20.86 20.91 19.04 10.776 644.86
0.9 15.6 17.3 399 401 139.99 494 496 775.00 93.00 17.853 17.853 20.88 20.89 19.04 10.778 644.87
1 16.4 16.4 400 400 140 495 495 775 93 17.853 17.853 20.89 20.89 19.04 10.778 644.87
Table I. Results for the current and dressed quark masses, neutral pion, kaon and ρ+ masses, neutral pion leptonic decay constant, meson-quark-
quark coupling constants, and the model parameters that vary with mu/md . Recall, that the mass and decay constant of the charged pions, and
the ρ0 mass, are fixed at their physical values and therefore do not vary with mu/md . Similarly, the strange quark mass is keep constant as CSB
effects are introduced. Note, dimensioned quantities are in units of MeV, with the exception of Gpi,ρ which are in units of GeV−2.
diag
[
eu FU (Q2), ed FD(Q2), es FS(Q2)
]
contains the
dressed quark form factors. This result clearly satisfies the
Ward-Takahashi identity:
qµ Λ
µ
γQ
(p′, p) = Qˆ [S−1(p′) − S−1(p)] , (13)
and therefore respects electromagnetic gauge invariance. For
the dressed quark form factors we find
FU,D,S(Q2) =
−2Gρ Πu,d,sv (Q2)
1 + 2Gρ Πu,d,sv (Q2)
, (14)
where the explicit form of the bubble diagram is
Π
q
v (Q2) = 3Q
2
pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
dτ
τ
x (1 − x) e−τ[M2q+x(1−x)Q2].
(15)
For later convenience we define the form factors
F1Q(Q2) = eq
[
1 + FQ(Q2)
]
= eq f1Q(Q2), (16)
which may be interpreted as the dressed quark charge form
factors, with Q = U,D, S. Therefore, with the NJL Lagrangian
of Eq. (1) there is no flavor mixing in the dressed quark form
factors, in analogy with the dressed quark masses. In the limit
Q2 → ∞ these form factors reduce to the elementary quark
charges, as expected because of asymptotic freedom in QCD,
and for small Q2 these results are similar to expectations from
vector meson dominance, where the dressed u and d quarks
are dressed by ρ and ω mesons, and the s quark by the φ
meson [35]. Note, the denominators in Eq. (14) are the same
as the pole condition obtained by solving the BSE in the ρ, ω
or φ channels, and therefore these form factors have poles in
the timelike region at the associated meson mass.
The model therefore has the following parameters: the
current quark massesmu ,md andms; the four-fermion coupling
constants Gpi and Gρ; and the regularization parameters ΛIR
and ΛUV. To expose the effects of CSB as clearly as possible
we choose to fit these parameters as follows: for a given
current-quark mass ratio mu/md we constrain Gpi , Gρ and
ΛUV by the physical values for the pi+ mass and leptonic
decay constant, and the ρ0 mass, which we take to equal
mpi+ = 140MeV, mρ0 = 775MeV and fpi+ = 93MeV.3 The
remaining parameters are fit in the charge symmetric limit
(mu = md) and do not change when CSB effects are introduced.
The strange current quark mass is constrained to give the
physical kaon mass (mK = 495MeV), the infrared cutoff
sets the confinement scale of the model and therefore we set
ΛIR = 240MeV' ΛQCD, and finally the average current quark
mass m0 = 12 (mu + md) is constrained to give a dressed-mass
of M0 = 400MeV in the charge symmetric limit, in agreement
with previous studies [35, 48].
The current quark mass ratio, rud = mu/md, is a free
parameter, which we adjust to study CSB effects. For a given
rud we have
mu,d = m0 ∓ δm, where δm = m0 1 − rud1 + rud . (17)
With these constraints we find ms = 356MeV (Ms = 611MeV)
and m0 = 16.4MeV and therefore ms/m0 = 21.7 which is in
reasonable agreement with the empirical value of 2ms/(mu +
md) = 27.5 ± 1.0 [65, 66], and for the φ meson mass we have
mφ = 1001MeV which is within 2% of the physical value
(mφ ' 1019MeV). Further results for quark and meson masses,
model parameters, and coupling constants for various values
of mu/md are given in Tab. I.
For a realistic current quark mass ratio of mu/md = 0.5 [67]
we have CSB effects in the current quarks of (md −mu)/(mu +
md) = 33%, whereas for the dressed quark masses we have
(Md − Mu)/(Mu + Md) = 1%. It is therefore clear that in
the infrared dynamical chiral symmetry breaking (DCSB)
p
p′
=
p
p′
+
p
p′
Figure 1. (Colour online) The inhomogeneous BSE which gives the
dressed quark-photon vertex. The large shaded oval represents the so-
lution of the inhomogeneous BSE, the small dot is the inhomogeneous
driving term (Qˆ γµ) and the double-dots represent the qq¯ interaction
kernel derived from the NJL Lagrangian [35].
3 For explicit expressions that give these observables see Ref. [35].
4dramatically reduces the size of CSB effects that may be
expected from the current quark masses. For the same mu/md
ratio we find mpi± − mpi0 = 0.24MeV which is much smaller
than the empirical value of 4.59MeV [67], and is therefore in
agreementwith expectation that thismass-splitting is dominated
byQEDeffects. For the kaonmasswe have (mK0−mK± )/(mK0+
mK± ) = 0.8% withmK0 −mK± = 7.8MeVwhich is about twice
the empirical splitting of 3.93MeV, and therefore QED effects
must reduce this mass splitting, which is the finding of lattice
calculations [8]. Finally, the CSB effects in the effective meson-
quark-quark coupling and the pion’s leptonic decay constant
are shown to be negligible (see Table. I), and the same is found
for the chiral condensates.
III. CSB IN PSEUDOSCALAR MESON FORM FACTORS
AND PDFS
The matrix element of the electromagnetic current for a
pseudoscalar meson α is characterized by a single form factor:
Jµα (p′, p) = (p′µ + pµ) Fα(Q2), (18)
where pµ is the initial and p′µ the final hadron momentum.
In the NJL model the form factor of a pseudoscalar meson is
given by the sum of the two Feynman diagrams illustrated in
Fig. 2, which read
jµ1,α (p′, p) = i Zα
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 Tr
[
γ5λ
†
α S(p′ + k)
× Λµ
γQ
(p′ + k, p + k) S(p + k) γ5λαS(k)
]
, (19)
jµ2,α (p′, p) = i Zα
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 Tr
[
γ5λα S(k − p)
× Λµ
γQ
(k − p, k − p′) S(k − p′) γ5λ†αS(k)
]
, (20)
where the trace is over Dirac, color and flavor indices, S(p) is
the quark propagator and Λµ
γQ
(p′, p) the quark-photon vertex,
both in flavor space. These expressions are valid for all α =
pi±, pi0, K±, K0, K¯0. Evaluating these expressions we find that
the pseudoscalar form factors of interest are given by
Fpi+ (Q2) = F1U (Q2) f udpi+ (Q2) − F1D(Q2) f dupi+ (Q2), (21)
FK+ (Q2) = F1U (Q2) f usK+ (Q2) − F1S(Q2) f suK+ (Q2), (22)
FK0 (Q2) = F1D(Q2) f dsK0 (Q2) − F1S(Q2) f sdK0 (Q2), (23)
where the F1Q(Q2) are defined in Eq. (16). The universal body
form factor reads [48]:
f abα (Q2) =
3 Zα
4 pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
dτ
τ
e−τ[M2a+x(1−x)Q2]
+
3 Zα
4 pi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1−x
0
dz
∫
dτ
×
[
(x + z) [m2α + (Ma − Mb)2] + 2 Mb (Ma − Mb)]
× e−τ[(x+z)(x+z−1)m2α+(x+z)M2a+(1−x−z)M2b+x z Q2], (24)
where the first superscript (a) on the body form factor indicates
the struck quark and the second (b) the spectator. Form factors
p p′
p + k p′ + k
q
µ
k
+
p p′
k
k − p k − p′
q
µ
Figure 2. (Color online) Feynman diagrams representing the electro-
magnetic current of the pion or kaon.
for α = pi−, pi0, K−, K¯0 can straightforwardly be determined
from Eqs. (21)–(23) by the appropriate substitution of quark
flavor, meson mass and Bethe-Salpeter vertex normalization.
As the first example of CSB we compare the u quark sector
form factor of the pi+, Fu
pi+
(Q2), with the corresponding d
quark sector form factor, Fd
pi+
(Q2), where the quark-sector form
factors are defined by
Fα(Q2) = eu Fuα (Q2) + ed Fdα (Q2) + es Fsα(Q2) + . . . (25)
With this definition and Eqs. (21)–(23) it is straightforward to
obtain the quark-sector form factors. Our results for the ratio
Fu
pi+
(Q2)/Fd
pi+
(Q2) at various values of mu/md are shown in the
upper panel of Fig. 3. Wefind that this ratio decreases fromunity
as mu/md gets smaller, which reflects that the u quark sector
charge radius is larger in magnitude than the d quark sector.
This result has a natural physics interpretation, because when
mu/md < 1 we have Mu < Md and the lighter dressed u-quark
has a larger probability to be further from the charge center of
the pi+. Results for the quark-sector charge radii in the pi+ are
given in Tab. II, where for a realistic value of mu/md ' 0.5 we
find CSB effects of the size [|ru
pi+
|− |rd
pi+
|]/[|ru
pi+
|+ |rd
pi+
|] ' 0.7%.
Such effects are unlikely to be measurable in the foreseeable
future, however with increasing Q2 we find that CSB effects
increase substantially, reaching about 8% at Q2 ' 10GeV2 for
realistic values of mu/md .
This interesting result is traced to the body form factors given
in Eq. (24), because CSB effects in the quark-photon vertex are
small and vanish for increasing Q2, as illustrated in the lower
panel of Fig. 3. At large Q2 the leading CSB piece of the body
form factors given in Eq. (24) behaves as
Q2 f abα,CSB(Q2)
Q2m2α∝
δM M
∫
dτ
τ
e−τM
2
[
γE − 1 + log
(
Q2 τ
)]
, (26)
where M = 12 (Ma + Mb) and δM = 12 (Ma − Mb). Therefore
we find that CSB effects grow logarithmically with Q2. In the
asymptotic limit (Q2 →∞) of QCD the pion’s electromagnetic
form factor is predicted to behave as [68–70]
Q2 Fpi+ (Q2) Q
2→∞
=
16 pi
3
f 2pi+ αs(Q2)w 2pi+ (Q2), (27)
where αs(Q2) is the strong running coupling, wpi+ =∫ 1
0
dx
x ϕpi+ (x,Q2), and ϕpi+ (x,Q2) is the pion’s leading dis-
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(Q
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)
mu/md = 1.0
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Figure 3. (Color online) Upper panel: Ratio of the u and d quark
sector form factors in the pi+ for various values of mu/md . Lower
panel: CSB effects in the dressed u and d quark-photon vertex, where
the functions f1U,1D are the quark-sector dressed quark charge form
factors defined in Eq. (16).
tribution amplitude, which can be expressed as
ϕpi+ (x,Q2) = 6 x (1 − x)
×
[
1 +
∑
n=2, 4,...
api
+
n (mu,md,Q2)C3/2n (2x − 1)
]
. (28)
The expansion is in Gegenbauer–3/2 polynomials, and the
coefficient functions an(Q2) have a quark mass dependence but
vanish logarithmically as Q2 → ∞. Therefore QCD predicts
that at scales where an ' 0 CSB effects in the quark-sector
pi+ electromagnetic form factor must be negligible. However,
a Dyson-Schwinger equation study [71] and an analysis of
lattice QCD results [72] demonstrates that this condition is only
satisfied at multi-TeV scales. Therefore, we predict that CSB
effects from the u and d quark mass difference should initially
increase with Q2, then at scales Q  ΛQCD when perturbative
QCD effects start to dominate, they should begin to decrease
and then vanish in the asymptotic limit.
In the upper panel of Fig. 4 we illustrate CSB effects between
the u quark sector form factor in the K+ and the d quark sector
form factor in the K0. We find that the ratio Fu
K+
(Q2)/Fd
K0
(Q2)
is smaller than unity, and that the CSB effects grow with
increasing Q2, where for the kaon these effects are about twice
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
Q2 [GeV2]
F
u K
+
(Q
2
)/
F
d K
0
(Q
2
)
mu/md = 1.0
mu/md = 0.7
mu/md = 0.5
mu/md = 0.3
mu/md = 0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0.99
1.00
1.01
1.02
1.03
1.04
Q2 [GeV2]
F
s K
+
(Q
2
)/
F
s K
0
(Q
2
)
mu/md = 1.0
mu/md = 0.7
mu/md = 0.5
mu/md = 0.3
mu/md = 0
Figure 4. (Color online)Upper panel: Results for CSB effects between
the u quark sector form factors in the K+ and the d quark sector form
factors in the K0. These CSB effects are found to be about twice that
of the pion. Lower panel: Comparison between the s quark sectors in
K+ and the K0, which is a measure of the environment sensitivity for
the s quark in both mesons. These effects are an order of magnitude
smaller that the CSB effects.
that of the pion for large Q2. We therefore find that the u quark
charge radius in the K+ is larger in magnitude than the d quark
radius in the K0, which is in agreement with expectation from
the fact that Mu < Md . For mu/md ' 0.5 we find CSB effects
in the quark sector radii of [|ru
K+
|− |rd
K0
|]/[|ru
K+
|+ |rd
K0
|] ' 0.6%
which is similar to that found in the pion. These results are
mu/md rupi+ rdpi+ ruK+ rdK0 r
s
K+
rs
K0
0 0.634 −0.608 0.650 0.625 −0.436 −0.438
0.1 0.632 −0.610 0.647 0.627 −0.436 −0.438
0.3 0.628 −0.614 0.644 0.631 −0.437 −0.438
0.5 0.625 −0.616 0.641 0.633 −0.437 −0.437
0.7 0.623 −0.618 0.639 0.635 −0.437 −0.437
0.9 0.621 −0.620 0.638 0.636 −0.437 −0.437
1 0.621 −0.621 0.637 0.637 −0.437 −0.437
Table II. Results for the quark sector radii in the pi+, K+ and K0 given
in units of fm. The radii are defined by r = sign
(〈
r2
〉) √|〈r2〉 |,
where
〈
r2
〉
= − 6
F(0) ∂F(Q2)/∂Q2

Q2=0
.
6summarized in Tab. II.
As Q2 increases the CSB effects largely result from the body
form factors, not the dressing of the quark-photon vertex, which
vanishes at large Q2. In Eq. (24) for the body form factors,
the dominant CSB effect between the quark-sectors in the pi+
comes from the term linear in the mass difference, that is,
2 Mb (Ma − Mb). In the kaon however, there are two sources
of CSB, one directly from the quark mass difference δM =
1
2 (Mu − Md) and the other from the mass difference between
the kaons δm2K =
1
2
(
m2
K+
− m2
K0
)
' (mK+ + mK0 ) δM . These
CSB effects enter with the same sign, which explains why
CSB effects in the kaon sector are larger than in the charged
pion. Again, in the asymptotic limit of QCD these effects
will vanish, however at all current and foreseeable facilities
CSB may remain large over accessible energy scales because
the quark mass dependent terms in the kaon’s distribution
amplitude, an(Q2), only become negligible at multi-TeV scales.
In the lower panel of Fig. 4 we illustrate the ratio
Fs
K+
(Q2)/Fs
K0
(Q2) for various values of mu/md. We find
that this ratio is larger than unity, which implies that the s-quark
charge radius in the K+ is smaller in magnitude than the same
radius in the K0 (see Table I). This is consistent with a simple
picture for the kaon, where the lighter u quark is less able to
pull the heavier s quark away from the charge center of kaon.
We note however, that these environment sensitivity effects are
at the few percent level, and therefore much smaller than the
CSB effects.
Another key set of observables where CSB effects may
play an important role are the quark distribution functions of
hadrons, where the pion, kaon and nucleon are of particular
interest. The leading-twist quark distributions in a hadron α
are defined by the matrix element [73]
qα(x) =
∫
dξ−
4pi
eix p
+ ξ− 〈α |ψ¯q(0)γ+ψq(ξ−)| α〉c, (29)
where x = k+p+ is the lightcone momentum fraction of the struck
quark, with light-cone momentum k+, relative to the parent
hadron, with light-cone momentum p+, q labels the quark
flavor, and the subscript c denotes a connected matrix element.
Here we focus on the pion and kaon PDFs, where from Eq. (29)
one may readily show [73] that the PDFs of the pion or kaon in
the NJLmodel are given by the two Feynman diagrams in Fig. 5.
The operator insertion for a quark distribution of flavor q is
γ+δ (p+x − k+) Pˆq , where the quark-flavor projection operators
read Pˆu/d = 12
(
2
3 1±λ3 + 1√3 λ8
)
and Pˆs = 13 1− 1√3 λ8. Using
the relation q¯(x) = −q(−x), the valence quark and anti-quark
distributions in the pion or kaon are given by
qα(x) = i Zα2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 δ
(
p+x − k+)
× Tr [γ5λ†α S(k) γ+Pˆq S(k) γ5λα S(k − p)] , (30)
q¯α(x) = −i Zα2
∫
d4k
(2pi)4 δ
(
p+x + k+
)
× Tr [γ5λα S(k) γ+Pˆq S(k) γ5λ†α S(k + p)] . (31)
p p
k k
k − p
+
p p
k + p
k k
Figure 5. (Color online) Feynman diagrams representing the quark
distribution functions in the pion or kaon. The operator insertion has
the form γ+δ
(
k+ − x p+) Pˆq , where Pˆq is the projection operator for
quarks of flavor q.
where, as for the form factors, α = pi±, pi0, K±, K0, K¯0 and λα
are the appropriate flavor matrices which we list below Eq. (4).
To determine the valence quark distributions from Eqs. (30)–
(31) we first take the moments, defined by An =∫ 1
0 dx x
n−1 q(x) where n = 1, 2, . . ., which removes the delta
function. Then, using Feynman parametrization and standard
manipulations of loop integrals, we can again express these
moments in the form given for An, where the integral over x
originates from the Feynman parametrization. One can then
simply read off the expression for the quark distributions, which
for the pi+ in the proper-time regularization scheme are:
upi+ (x) = 3 Zpi
+
4 pi2
∫
dτ e−τ
[
x(x−1)m2
pi+
+x M2
d
+(1−x)M2u
]
×
[
1
τ
+ x(1 − x) [m2pi+ − (Md − Mu)2] ] , (32)
d¯pi+ (x) = 3 Zpi
+
4 pi2
∫
dτ e−τ
[
x(x−1)m2
pi+
+x M2u+(1−x)M2d
]
×
[
1
τ
+ x(1 − x) [m2pi+ − (Md − Mu)2] ] . (33)
From these expressions it is straightforward to also obtain the
PDFs in the pi0, pi− and the kaons, by using the appropriate
Bethe-Salpeter vertex normalization Zα and hadron mass mα,
and making the necessary substitutions for the dressed quark
masses. For example, by making the substitution Md → Ms,
the u-quark distribution in the K+ is obtained from Eq. (32) and
the s¯-quark distribution in the K+ is obtained from Eq. (33).
For each quark distribution we find that the baryon number and
momentum sum rules are satisfied exactly.
Results for the CSB effects in the pi+, as expressed through the
ratio upi+ (x)/d¯pi+ (x), are presented in the upper panel of Fig. 6.
These results have been evolved [74] from the model scale of
Q20 = 0.16GeV
2, which was determined in previous work [43,
75], to the scale Q2 = 5GeV2, where we are plotting results
for the quark distributions (not the valence quark distributions).
For x & 0.2we find that this ratio is less than unity in agreement
with the expectation that the lighter u-quark should carry less
light-cone momentum than the heavier d-quark. For x ' 0.2
this ratio crosses unity, where the position is largely independent
of CSB effects, but is Q2 dependent and in each case has its
origin in the need to satisfy the baryon number and momentum
sum rules. For x . 0.2 we find that CSB effects are suppressed
by the Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP)
evolution which usually treats the light quarks as massless,
because mass effects are suppressed by 1/Q2. Although not
plotted, we also investigated CSB effects from QED evolution
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Figure 6. (Color online)Upper panel: Ratio of the u quark distribution
to the d¯ quark distribution in the pi+, after QCD evolution to a scale
of Q2 = 5GeV2, for various values of current quark mass ratio
mu/md . Lower panel: Ratio of the u quark distribution to the d quark
distribution in the neutral pion, at a scale of Q2 = 5GeV2.
using the code from Ref. [74], and found only slightly larger
effects of the order of 1-2% and mainly concentrated at very
large x.
In the lower panel of Fig. 6 CSB effects in the PDFs of
the neutral pion are presented. Here, we find that the ratio
upi0 (x)/dpi0 (x) is always greater than unity when CSB effects
are included. In contrast to the pi+, this implies that the lighter
u-quark carries more lightcone momentum in the pi0 than
the heavier d-quark. The simple reason for this is that for
mu < md the u¯u component of the pi0 is more likely than the
d¯d component, where in our model the probability of each
component is the same as its lightcone momentum fraction.4
Again the ratios vanish become unity at small x because of
DGLAP evolution, and for the pi0 a crossing of the unity
line is not required because of baryon number conservation.
Finally, in general we find that the CSB effects in the PDFs are
much smaller than in the electromagnetic form factors at high
momentum transfer.
In the upper panel of Fig. 7 we illustrate CSB effects which
cause differences between the u-quark PDF in the K+ and the
d-quark PDF in the K0. At a scale of Q2 = 5GeV2, we find
that these CSB effects are at the few percent level, making CSB
4 Note, when mu , md the pi0 mixes with the η and η′, however here we
ignore these mixing effects which are unlikely to change our findings.
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Figure 7. (Color online) Ratio of the u quark distribution in the K+ to
the d quark distribution in the K0, after QCD evolution to a scale of
Q2 = 5GeV2, for various values of current quark mass ratio mu/md .
Lower panel: Ratio of the s¯ quark distribution in the K+ to the same
PDF in the K0 at a scale of Q2 = 5GeV2. This ratio is a measure of
environment sensitivity effects.
effects in the kaon PDFs much smaller than these effects within
the pion. Interestingly, this is the opposite of what we found for
CSB effects between the pion and kaon electromagnetic form
factors. The reason for the difference can be understood by
examining Eqs. (32)–(33), and their analogs for the K+ and K0.
In analogy with the associated CSB effects in the pion and kaon
electromagnetic form factors, the charged pion PDFs receive
mu/md
〈
x δqpi+
〉 〈
δqpi0
〉 〈
x δqpi0
〉 〈
x δqK
〉
0 0.0174 −0.0532 −0.0266 0.0086
0.1 0.0143 −0.0435 −0.0218 0.0070
0.3 0.0094 −0.0286 −0.0143 0.0046
0.5 0.0058 −0.0177 −0.0089 0.0029
0.7 0.0031 −0.0094 −0.0047 0.0015
0.9 0.0009 −0.0028 −0.0014 0.0005
1 0 0 0 0
Table III. Results for moments of the quantities: δqpi+ (x) = d¯pi+ (x) −
upi+ (x), δqpi0 (x) = dpi0 (x) − upi0 (x) and δqK (x) = dK0 (x) − uK+ (x).
These results are at the model scale of Q2 = 0.16GeV2, where there
are no sea quarks, so the first moments of δqpi+ (x) and δqK (x) must
vanish, and are therefore not tabulated.
8CSB from the quark mass difference δM = 12 (Mu − Md),
however in the kaon sector CSB from δM also induces CSB in
the kaon masses δm2K =
1
2
(
m2
K+
− m2
K0
)
' (mK+ + mK0 ) δM ,
and for the kaon PDFs these two CSB contributions have
opposite sign making the effect smaller than in the pion PDFs.
Note, the opposite was found for the CSB in the pion and
kaon electromagnetic form factors. In the lower panel of
Fig. 7 we show results for the ratio s¯K+ (x)/s¯K0 (x), which is
a measure of environment sensitivity. For realistic values of
mu/md we find effects at the few percent level, that are greater
than unity and maximal when x → 1, which is consistent
with the expectation that the s¯-quark in the K+ should carry
more lightcone momentum than the s¯-quark in the K0 because
Mu < Md .
As a final measure of CSB effects in the pion and kaon
PDFs we consider the quantities: δqpi+ (x) = d¯pi+ (x) − upi+ (x),
δqpi0 (x) = dpi0 (x) − upi0 (x), and δqK (x) = dK0 (x) − uK+ (x).
Considering only valence distributions, the first moments of
δqpi+ (x) and δqK (x) must vanish because of baryon number
conservation, however higher moments
〈
xn−1δq
〉
of these
quantities and all moments of δqpi0 (x) need not vanish. In
Table III we give results for these moments for various values
of mu/md , at the model scale. These results again demonstrate
that CSB effects in the pion and kaon PDFs are typically at the
few percent level, with CSB in the kaon sector about half the
size as for the charged pion, and CSB within the neutral pion
much larger than in the charged pion.
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have investigatedCSBeffects in the spacelike
electromagnetic form factors and quark distribution functions
of the pion and kaon using the NJL model with the proper-time
regularization scheme. We found that the effect of CSB arising
from the light quark mass differences is surprisingly large
in the quark-sector elastic form factors at large momentum
transfer. This is especially dramatic in the kaon, where for
a realistic value of mu/md ' 0.5 one finds CSB at the 15%
level in the ratio Fu
K+
(Q2)/Fd
K0
(Q2) at Q2 ' 10GeV2. The
analogous changes in the quark distribution functions are
considerably smaller in magnitude, reaching 3% as x → 1 in
the pion ratio upi+ (x)/d¯pi+ (x), compared with just 1% in the
ratio uK+ (x)/dK0 (x) for the kaon. Testing these predictions
presents considerable experimental challenges. Perhaps the
most promising was outlined in Ref. [29] some time ago. By
constructing the difference between four times the Drell-Yan
cross section for pi+ and the corresponding cross section for pi−
on the deuteron (4σDYpi+D − σDYpi−D) and dividing by the average
of these two terms ([4σDYpi+D + σDYpi−D]/2), one finds (at leading
order and in the valence regions for both particles) a sum of just
two terms. The first involves only the CSB distributions in the
nucleon, evaluated at the Bjorken variable for the interacting
parton in the deuteron (x1). The second involves only the CSB
quantity δqpi+ (x) = d¯pi+ (x) − upi+ (x), divided by d¯pi+ (x) and
evaluated at the Bjorken variable for the interacting parton in
the pion (x2). The complete separation of the nucleon and pion
CSB terms makes this an attractive possibility. It would also
be of interest to explore the expected degree of CSB in these
systems using other realistic models and lattice QCD.
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